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Chapter 141: Game god’s explosive agreement (Part 16) 

The face of Mu Qian Liu in front of the computer relaxed and his lips curled into a smile. 

“Ding dong——” The sound of a series of guild messages rang out. 

[Guild] Cold Moon Heaven Light: Big brother, what is this situation? 

[Guild] Autumn Twilight Glow: Damn! Thousand Snow, what, what, what, what is this situation? If you’re 

gay, why didn’t you come looking for me? 

…… 

[Guild] Sweet Smile: Thousand Snow……Didn’t you say you wouldn’t get married in the game? 

[Guild] Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud: That was before! 

Luo Qing Chen only felt her heart skip a beat. She never thought that Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud 

would be this direct! 

After all, great gods should all be aloof! 

She opened her bag in game and used a [Godly Thousand Miles] to directly head to the Contract Land. 

“Ding dong——” A friend request rang out and her lips curled into a smile after she clicked it open. 

[Player Thousand Snow Flow Clouds wants to add you as a friend. Yes/No] 

Luo Qing Chen’s finger moved slightly and pressed yes. 

[PM] Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud: Do you want to join our guild? 

She was a bit stunned. A great god really was a great god…..No, a boss really was a boss. Not only were 

his words direct, they were full of meaning. 

[PM] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: This is the reason why you married me? 

[PM] Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud: No. 

[PM] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: What benefits is there for me to go to the your guild? 

Actually she already planned on going since she was only in a casual guild right now. If Demonic Year 

Young Master found people to bully her with, she would have the same fate as the original host. Not 

only this, she would affect many of the casual players in the casual guild. 

[PM] Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud: Enter our set team. For all the unopened dungeons (New dungeons 

that haven’t been beaten yet), all the Flowing Light equipment is yours. 

[PM] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: This good? Is there no need to discuss this? 

Luo Qing Chen was in a daze, the great god also had times when he made private deals! 

[PM] Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud: No need, our team doesn’t have a Flowing Light. 



[PM] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: …… 

Ah, ah, da! She thought that the great god was giving her special treatment! 

[Player Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud has invited you to his team, do you accept? Yes/No.] 

She clicked yes instantly. 

After that, before she could even react, there were a series of announcements in the world channel. 

[Announcement] Player Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud heroically given player Eastern Painted Brocaded 

Dust a [Jadeite Ring]. Intimacy has increased by 500. 

[Announcement] Player Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud heroically given player Eastern Painted Brocaded 

Dust a [Thousand Coloured Rose]. Intimacy has increased by 1000. 

[Announcement] Player Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud heroically given player Eastern Painted Brocaded 

Dust a [Three Lives Lapis Stone]. Intimacy has increased by 2000. 

[World] Candy Consort: Boss Thousand Snow, please accept my kneeling! 

[World] Lamb Lamb Lamb: Demonic Year Young Master, do you see this? This is the right way to 

announce a marriage. 

[World] Star in the Night: That’s right! If Young Master Demonic Year and that whatever Only Love 

Young Master didn’t normally play together to reach three thousand intimacy, they couldn’t have 

married. 

The crowd watching in the world channel seemed like they had been possessed by Sherlock Holmes, 

analysing this matter from head to toe. 

Luo Qing Chen’s eyes lit up as she looked at the system notification on the screen, being in a daze for a 

full five seconds. 

[System] Eastern Painted Brocade Dust, are you willing to become soulmates with Thousand Snow 

Flowing Cloud? Being together from now on until your hair turns white, wandering the world hand in 

hand? Yes/No. 

After a while, Luo Qing Chen clicked yes. 

There were a series of announcements in the world channel. 

[System announcement] Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud and Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust have 

formed a soulmate contract, staying together for eternity, never leaving each other. 

[Announcement] Player Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud has released a [Life Long Love] Dazzling Firework 

for player Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust, lighting up the starry night. 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now 40%.] The real system’s 

notification rang through her mind! 

After reincarnating, this 520RMB firework was actually set off by someone for her! 



Without knowing why, her heart filled with a bit of warmth. 
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[PM] Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud: Leave your guild, I’ll invite you. 

Luo Qing Chen thought about it and softly typed out a few words. 

[PM] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: Three minutes. 

[PM] Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud: Ok, I’ll go pour a cup of milk tea. 

Aiya, Luo Qing Chen couldn’t help laughing in her heart.  They had just established the contract and the 

great god was already reporting to her where he was going! 

Her fingers moved and she opened the guild channel to send a message. 

[Guild] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: Many thanks for everyone’s care.  In order to avoid Demonic 

Year Young Master causing trouble for our guild, I will leave first.  If anyone needs help with a dungeon 

or wants to fight on the battlefield together, you can directly message me. 

[Guild] Star in the Night: Great God Eastern Painted, don’t worry, we aren’t afraid of Young Master 

shamelessly attacking us! 

[Guild] Rain God: Ha, ha, at most it would be harassing us when we do our daily quests! 

[Guild] What Nostalgic Feelings: Eastern Painted, many thanks for choosing our casual guild back 

then.  Not only can we not give you resources from the [Territory Battles], we even need you to guide 

the new players. 

[Guild] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: @What Nostalgic Feelings, leader, it’s fine. 

[Guild] Little Bean: Great God Eastern Painted, you’re going to «Drunken Dream Land», right? 

[Guild] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: Un. 

[Guild] Little Bean: Great, great!  At friday night’s [Territory Battle], slap Young Master’s face! 

[Guild] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: Definitely. 

After saying this, she pressed the leave guild button. 

“Ding dong——” After that, a system notification jumped out. 

[System] Your soulmate Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud invites you to enter the guild «Drunken Dream 

Land», do you accept?  Yes/No. 

God, the great god was really too fast! 

She pressed yes and then an announcement appeared in the world channel. 

[Announcement] Great god player Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust has joined the guild «Drunken Dream 

Land». 



Normally speaking, when the top ten players of the region joined a new guild, there would be a ‘great 

god’ system announcement.  This allowed the normal players to learn of the newest movements of the 

great gods! 

[World] Red Dust Thought: Damn!  I feel that it’s the «Drunken Dream Land»’s time to become the 

ruling guild! 

[World] Demonic Year Young Master: They want to become the ruler with just an extra Flowing 

Light?  This young master’s teeth are falling out from laughing! 

[World] Normally Love to Boast: Support Young Master, support «Sword World»! 

[World] Lamb Lamb Lamb: @Normally Love to Boast, you really do love to boast…… 

[World] Cold Moon Heaven Light: If you can move your hands, don’t run!  We’ll see the outcomes of the 

[Territory Battle] tomorrow! Now, welcome Great God Eastern Painted!  No, I should call you Thousand 

Snow’s contracted? 

[World] Candy Consort: Ha, ha, support for Great God Cold Moon! 

Luo Qing Chen opened the battle ranking and saw Cold Moon Heaven Light’s name. 

He was a Void Jade and was ranked seventh in battle strength and fifth in the arena.  It seemed like his 

skills were quite good. 

“Ding dong, ding dong, ding dong——”  She had just joined for a few seconds, but not only had the 

world chat stirred, even the guild chat began to stir. 

[Guild] Autumn Twilight Glow: Welcome, welcome. 

[Guild]  Cold Moon Heaven Light: Welcome to the server’s number one Flowing Light!  To be honest, 

Thousand Snow wanted to pull you into the guild for a long time, but he never had the chance! 

[Guild] Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud: Ke, ke! 

[Guild] Warm Glowing Flower Wall: Great God Eastern Painted, asking for a picture!  I am your little 

fangirl! 

[Guild] Autumn Twilight Glow: @Warm Glowing Flower Wall, as my contracted, you are trying to get 

someone else’s great god in front of me? 

[Guild] Warm Glowing Flower Wall: Oh!  Great God Eastern Painted, secretly asking for a picture!  I am 

your little ultra fangirl! 

[Guild] Autumn Twilight Glow: …… 

[Guild] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: I am at Billowing Bridge waiting for you. 

[Guild] Warm Glowing Flower Wall: Alright!  I’ll immediately use a Godly Thousand Miles! 

…… 



After that, almost everyone in the guild sent messages welcoming her.  She went over several pages to 

find that the only person who didn’t welcome her was Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud’s set Nurse, Sweet 

Smile. 
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Looking at the time, it was eleven at night.  She still had to go to work tomorrow for her internship, so 

she should wash up first! 

[PM] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: Eh, great god, I’m logging off first. 

[PM] Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud: Just call me Thousand Snow, good night. 

Mu Qian Liu in front of the computer only logged off after he saw her image dim. 

Without knowing why, he was somewhat expectant of tomorrow. 

Early next morning, Luo Qing Chen wore a large red elk coat and went to the V Group for work with an 

incomparably happy mood! 

But when she arrived at the company, the supervisor immediately gathered the design department for a 

meeting! 

The main contents of the meeting was: 1. Increasing the lighting of the scenery….. 2. Investigating the 

age and income of the players…… 3……. 4……. 5……. 

Luo Qing Chen felt like her brain was in a daze and there was only one sentence that was deeply 

imprinted in her mind! 

Overtime tonight!  Overtime tonight! Overtime tonight! 

She already agreed to the Territory Battle?  How could she do overtime! 

“What are you in a daze for, they are all gone!”  Xiao Chun who was also a fellow designer patted her on 

her shoulder and spoke up. 

After that, Luo Qing Chen rushed into her supervisor’s office as fast as a rocket, directly knocking her 

door open! 

“That, manager……” 

She only heard the manager talking on the phone while smiling, “Alright, alright, alright, I’ll take care of 

it.  Director Mu, please be assured, please be assured.” 

After saying this, she slowly put down the phone and her face quickly returned to normal as she looked 

at Luo Qing Chen while saying, “What is it?” 

“Manager, I have something tonight, I might not be able to work overtime……”  Luo Qing Chen’s lips 

were pulled into a faint smile as she spoke. 



The manager knit her brows and said with a bit of hesitation, “I am going to a meeting right now.  In the 

beginning, your design department was supposed to be integrated into the development department to 

be managed together, but Director Mu has said that «Heavenly Sword»’s original art must be placed 

first, so he is personally managing you all.” 

“Ha?”  Luo Qing Chen looked at her manager in a daze before she said while biting her lip, “Your 

meaning is that if I want to take time off, I have to look for Director Mu?” 

“Un, but I have to say to you!  If you want to keep working for this company, don’t take time off!”  The 

manager rolled her eyes at her and said, “This Director Mu has just take over the design department and 

you’re going to take time off, isn’t this looking for trouble?” 

Luo Qing Chen heard this and she couldn’t help laughing in her heart!  Mu Qian Liu really thought she 

was simple, did he think that she didn’t know why the design department was being personally 

managed by Director Mu? 

After the manager left the office, she picked up her cherry coloured purse!  This purse seemed to be the 

original host’s favourite bag and she also felt it was quite beautiful! 

After pressing the elevator button for the director’s office on the twentieth floor, she felt her heart 

beating fast in her chest. 

There were two thoughts in her mind.  1. Expose her identity, openly walking with the male god under 

the sun.  2. Hide the fact she knew, letting Mu Qian Liu know nothing, not knowing that she 

knew!  Walking on the road of both of them teasing each other! 

To be honest, Mu Qian Liu should like the second choice better! 

After all, in the eyes of the great god, she was just a cute little sheep who didn’t know anything! 

Alright, she should relax a bit and wait for the great god to tease her! 

Although she felt that she might reflect his teasing. 

“Ding dong——” She came in to see a beautiful secretary with a great figure.  After explaining the 

situation, she called inside before nodding at her and saying, “Miss Luo, please come this way.” 
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She took a deep breath and went in with the beautiful secretary.  She felt her heart beating incredibly 

fast and even her hands were sweating. 

“Director Mu, they are here.”  The beautiful secretary’s enchanting voice filled her ears. 

After that, the doors of the office were opened.  The sun from the window fell onto her face and she 

was stunned. 

A trace of golden light shined on mahogany table.  The man sitting at the desk had a clean white shirt 

and finely carved facial features, making his face look very handsome.  His fingers holding the pen were 

very slender and his palm smoothly swept over the document in front of him. 



“Un, you can go out.”  He looked up slightly and looked at Luo Qing Chen with a faint smile on his face. 

Without knowing why, seeing her red elk dress and the youthful aura of a student around her, he 

couldn’t stop ripples from stirring in his heart. 

Hearing his magnetic and cool voice, she felt her heart skipping a beat.  There was a numb feeling in her 

ears and her cheeks couldn’t help filling with a blush. 

[Host, your face is actually red!]  The system’s mechanical voice rang out, scaring Luo Qing Chen. 

Aiya, normal people’s face would turn red when seeing a handsome man!  Is yours not red? 

[I am the system.] 

Oh!  That’s right, you’re not a person! 

[……]  The system gave a non-existent helpless expression.  It felt like there was something wrong with it, 

why did it have to speak! 

“Director Mu, hello!”  Luo Qing Chen took a soft step forward and she said with a sweet smile, “I am 

original art designer Luo Qing Chen from the design department.” 

She felt that she was very silly for giving such a serious self introduction!  After all, the other side knew 

who she was! 

“Un.”  Mu Qian Liu stopped moving his hands and said with a slight nod, “What do you want?” 

Seeing her bright eyes turn, he felt in his heart that she was very cute.  Even his lips couldn’t help 

curving slightly upwards. 

This kind of cute and pure girl actually had a male character in game with almost perfect skills! 

If he hadn’t accidentally seen it before, he simply wouldn’t have dared believe it! 

“Eh, Director Ling, I want to take some time off tonight!”  She said in a careful manner. 

“Taking leave?”  Mu Qian Liu raised a brow, having a look that seemed like he understood everything in 

his eyes. 

Luo Qing Chen saw this look and had an urge to slap the table and tell the ‘truth’! 

But on the other hand, she also enjoyed this feeling of both sides knowing everything and thinking that 

the other side knew nothing! 

This was an incredible feeling! 

“No.”  She shook her head and held her stomach as she said, “Sick leave, my stomach hurts today!” 

Mu Qian Liu’s eyes lit up and thought: This girl is quite smart.  She knew that he had something against 

personal leave, so she directly changed to sick leave! 

As the saying goes, if a girl worker’s stomach hurt and the boss didn’t let her go, he would be too 

inhumane! 



“Understood.”  Mu Qian Liu expression changed and he gave a serious nod. 

It had to be said, the acting of the two were simply worthy of receiving Oscars! 

System, system, if there is a plane that requires an actor, I’m willing to play the part! 

[The host’s confidence is almost ascending into the heavens!] 

“Then Director Mu, I’ll be leaving first!” 

“Un.” 

She turned around and let out a long sigh of relief. 

What she didn’t see was that man with his deep eyes, his gaze never left her for even a second. 

Without knowing why, he really enjoyed this feeling.  This feeling of not being able to separate the game 

and reality. 
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In order to pretend that she was sick, Luo Qing Chen sat in the office in a daze all afternoon. 

Only when a group of men gathered at the door to keep peeking in did she finally slightly look up. 

She saw a bespectacled man wearing a plaid dress shirt with delicate features appearing behind her. 

The man looked to be around twenty five to twenty six.  He had a head of golden hair, white skin, red 

lips, and white teeth.  There was a bouquet of white roses in his hands and he walked over towards her. 

Her coworker Xiao Chun pulled on her hand and quipped with a smile, “Ze, ze, the school flower’s charm 

is endless.  You’re already out working and there are still this many admirers.” 

Xiao Chun was also her classmate from university, but the two of them weren’t from the same dorm, 

they just had the same major. 

They all picked up the drawing board to become original art designers. 

“This person is?”  Luo Qing Chen narrowed her eyes and tried her best to go through the original host’s 

memories. 

There seemed to be an impression and there seemed to be nothing.  This should be a bystander? 

“You don’t know?”  Xiao Chun’s eyes lit up as she looked at the man in the plaid dress shirt and said with 

a smile, “He is the son of the director of the marketing department, Bai Yan Nian and he is also currently 

working in the marketing department.  There are many girls who are secretly fans of his!” 

Xiao Chun didn’t even turn away from him when she spoke and her lips curled into a faint smile. 

“What?”  Did she hear wrong?  What did she hear? 

“Ah?”  Xiao Chun unwillingly looked over at the dazed Luo Qing Chen beside her as she repeated, “He is 

currently working in the marketing department.  There are many……” 



“Stop.”  Luo Qing Chen cut her off before asking, “What is he called?” 

“Bai Yan Nian……” 

Damn!  Demonic Year Young Master!  Really! 

Wasn’t this the legendary enemies gathered on a small path! 

“That, hello, Luo Qing Chen.  I like you quite a bit, how about……we go get a meal this weekend?” 

Luo Qing Chen put her hands into the pockets of her large red elk coat.  She raised her brows as her lips 

curled into a smile and asked a question with a deep look in her eyes, “Tonight?” 

Bai Yan Nian held the white roses and a look of confusion appeared on in his eyes. 

It was his colleagues who found that he was looking at Luo Qing Chen’s QQ Zone, so they half forced him 

to confess with a bundle of white roses.  After all, Bai Yan Nian had both the face and the status to do 

so. 

As for the design department’s Luo Qing Chen, he had had her in his heart for a long time! 

Although he was a bit nervous when he first saw her, but after he walked over, he went into his normal 

mood for picking up girls. 

But the rest he didn’t understand.  Why did Luo Qing Chen ask him about the time and not accept his 

roses? 

Moreover……She didn’t say the weekend?  Why was it tonight…… 

“I have something tonight…..Can it be tomo……” 

“What?  You’re asking me out and I have to follow your time?”  Luo Qing Chen slightly raised her brow 

and her lips curled into a faint smile as she cut him off! 

Although in the past future (It was a bit difficult), when the original host being slandered by the 

keyboard warriors, Bai Yan Nian didn’t participate, one couldn’t deny in the end that he was the 

perpetrator. 

Thinking about it now, if Bai Yan Nian participated back then, he would have known that the picture the 

original host put up was her and the original host wouldn’t have….. 

Thinking of this, Luo Qing Chen cut off her own thoughts! 

After all, no matter how good or bad the original host’s mood was, she would have still died! 

This!  Was!  Life! 

“No——”  Bai Yan Nian quickly shook his head as he said with a smile, “I can tonight!” 
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“Un——”  Luo Qing Chen nodded without caring and sat back down again.  She slightly raised her brows 

and looked very aloof. 

Bai Yan Nian awkwardly scratched his head and said, “These flowers are for you……” 

Without knowing why, the atmosphere in this moment was even worse than him being rejected. 

He really met the wrong person!  But although his heart thought this, his lips still pulled back into a 

smile. 

He only saw Luo Qing Chen pick up the flower teacup on the table and take a sip before saying, “I’m 

sorry, I’m allergic to your flowers.” 

Was there a problem!  Only being allergic to his flowers!  It was not the same for other people! 

“Alright.”  Bai Yan Nian awkward took back the flowers and looked at her as he asked, “I’ll come pick you 

up after work?” 

“No need.”  Her lips curled into a faint smile as she said, “I’m going home to take a shower, I’ll see you at 

the door of the restaurant!” 

“This…..Fine!  Qing Chen, around what time?” 

“How about around seven?” 

After all the Territory Battle began at eight.  Although he was an idiot, he was still a high level character 

and it was easy enough for him to kill several noobs. 

Luo Qing Chen took a slight glance at him and saw the awkwardness on his face. 

But after three seconds, he still said with an expectant nod and said, “The Grand Feast Restaurant, I’ll be 

waiting for you at seven.” 

But what they didn’t know was that a certain someone was watching their every action through the 

design department surveillance cameras. 

His lips curled into a faint smile and he clicked the game icon on his desktop. 

At the same time on the other side, Bai Yan Nian was a bit angry as he quickly moved through the 

hallway.  He never thought that as soon as he rounded the corner, he would bump into someone! 

“Are your eyes blinds!”  A sharp voice rang out, shaking the entire empty hallway. 

Bai Yan Nian impatiently looked up at the person in front of him and his eyes instantly filled with 

disdain.  He crossed his hands in front of his chest and said, “Ai, so it’s sister Ye from the general 

department!” 

He was very ‘familiar’ with this person in front of him and he was incredibly ‘familiar’ with her.  She still 

hadn’t married in her early thirties, yet she still wore a luxurious dress all day. She kept acting 

coquettish, but not only was her voice very loud, she even tried to hook up with his father! 

In his eyes, this old sister was the locust of this company! 



“He, he.”  Ye Ying Ge looked up and rolled her eyes in disdain as she said, “Pay attention when you walk 

next time.  If you hurt me, manager Bai’s heart will hurt!” 

Naturally she knew that the person in front of her was the son of the person she tried hooking up 

with.  Although manager Bai was a bit old, he was still not bad looking and he was quite generous with 

her! 

Only, she felt that this person in front of her was just too displeasing!  A gigolo! 

“Just based on you?”  Bai Yan Niang couldn’t help smiling as he said with a shrug, “Didn’t you look in the 

mirror before heading out today?” 

“Little bastard, say that again?”  Ye Ying Ge raised her to slap him, but he firmly grabbed it. 

Bai Yan Nian raised a brow as he said with a smile of disdain, “Old sister, I’m not adding any oil in the 

fire, but you can’t land this slap.” 

After saying this, he forcefully pulled her hand and slammed into her shoulder.  He then walked off with 

his hands in his pockets. 

He was a bit angry at how cold Luo Qing Chen had been, but suddenly finding a punching bag to vent his 

anger, he wasn’t angry anymore! 

He was even feeling a bit joyful! 

Only, he never thought that his joyful mood would only last a short time. 

After all, he sat in the Grand Feast Restaurant waiting until 7:50 and Luo Qing Chen never showed up. 

This, had he been stood up…… 

How was that possible!  He was this handsome!? 
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She arrived at home at seven thirty.  She had bought a cup of bubble tea and directly went into her 

bedroom. 

Opening the game, she saw that someone had contacted her as soon as she logged on. 

Moreover, it wasn’t a normal PM and was the contracted channel. 

[Contract] Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud: Come on YY, there are commands.  Room 2000520. 

[Contract] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: Alright, wait a bit. 

Luo Qing Chen gave a shrug, signaling that a battle guild was troublesome! 

The most interesting part of «Heavenly Sword» was the Territory Battle.  If one won the Territory Battle 

with more people, the richer their rewards would be. 



She had been in a casual guild before and never participated in this kind of battle, but now it was 

different. 

There were three large points and eight small points in the Territory Battle. 

The three large points were: Central State, Eastern Sea, and Rock Hammer. 

As for the eight small points, they didn’t matter for now because the strongest guilds mainly focused on 

the large points. 

Of the three large points, the most important was Central State. 

Therefore a good phrase in «Heavenly Sword» was: The one who own Central State are the rulers. 

It had to be said, although Demonic Year Young Master himself was a noob, his command of «Sword 

World» was quite strong. 

For a large scale battle, a good commander could decide the direction of the battle.  Stealing a point also 

involved strategy. 

There was no information on Territory Battles in the original host’s memories, which meant that this 

Territory Battle was her Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust’s first! 

After downloading YY, she casually came up with an ID before entering the room number Thousand 

Snow Flowing Cloud gave her. 

It had to be known, her ears were deafened as soon as she entered.  The entire YY chat was filled with 

deafening music that was loud and passionate. 

[Guild] Cold Moon Heaven Light: Experts with over four hundred and fifty thousand battle strength 

enter the first group.  Those with over four hundred thousand enter the second group. The rest will 

enter the third group. 

In this game, a team could have at most fifty people.  Luo Qing Chen clicked on Cold Moon Heaven 

Light’s image to join the first group and Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud’s words appeared as soon as she 

entered the group! 

[Team] Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud: Cold Moon, put Eastern Painted in the same party as me. 

[Team] Cold Moon Heaven Light: You are openly abandoning me! 

A party had five people.  Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud’s set party had: Cold Moon Heaven Light, 

Autumn Twilight Glow, Warm Glowing Flower Wall, and Sweet Smile. 

Two Nurses and three DPS allowed them to enter the enemy’s line without being hurt. 

[Team] Sweet Smile: I’ll go to the second team! 

[Team] Cold Moon Heaven Light: No, no, no, you are Thousand Snow’s set Nurse.  Sweet, you stay on 

the first team! As someone who is alone, I’ll go to the second team! 

After he said this, Cold Moon Heaven Light put himself onto the second team! 



After that, the suddenly notification surprised Luo Qing Chen. 

[Team] Player Life Written in Water has joined the party! 

Ha?  When did Ye Qing Mo come to «Drunken Dream Land»? 

But it was right after she thought about it.  Since she had broken up with Demonic Year Wong Master, 

there was no meaning for her to stay in «Sword World». 

[Team] Life Written in Water: Eastern Painted, let’s go and kill him! 

At this time, the commander Cold Moon Heaven Light pulled Life Written in Water into the second team 

he was on. 

After adjusting the teams, he didn’t forget to add something. 

[Team] Cold Moon Heaven Light: As a Nurse, take care of healing me, alright?  Brother won’t just bring 

you to kill a single Demonic Year Young Master, brother will bring you to kill the entire «Sword World»! 

[Team] Warm Glowing Flower Wall: Puchi (awkward expression)!  Cold Moon, when did you become this 

shameless! 

[Team] Cold Moon Heaven Light: This moment! 
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Since the ones who took Central State last week was «Sword World», their main point this time was 

defense. 

What «Drunken Dream Land» needed to do was attack! 

Luo Qing Chen turned off her cell phone that kept ringing. She took a large sip of several tapioca pearls 

and sat up, waiting for the command to come. 

She heard a grand voice giving commands in the YY chat: First team will attack [Central State], second 

team will guard [Rock Hammer], and the third team will attack a small point. Don’t touch [Eastern Sea]. 

Last week, «Drunken Dream Land» took the [Rock Hammer] large point, so the second team only 

needed to guard it. 

As for the reason why they didn’t attack [Eastern Sea], it was mainly because the «Scattered Falling 

Flowers» guild had an alliance with the «Drunken Dream Land» guild. 

But this was not the main point. The main point was that Luo Qing Chen had already crushed the [Godly 

Thousand Miles] and used the [Pink Gold] Wings worth twenty eight thousand RMB, as she charged 

towards [Central State] 

“Ding dong——” The moment she fell down, there came a contracted message. 

[Contract] Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud: You’re not changing your title? 



Luo Qing Chen was stunned. She looked at the incomparably overwhelming [Hanging Cloud Battle God] 

over her character’s head, she couldn’t help sitting in a daze. 

What was wrong with this title? She felt it was quite handsome! Only the top three of the arena had this 

title, alright? 

Top three? That meant that Demonic Year Young Master also had this title! 

No, she couldn’t use it! 

[Contract] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: Alright, I’ll change it! 

After that, she changed her title to the another unique title of the «Like Summer Flowers» server, the 

[Treasure Pavilion’s Pavilion Master]. 

This title came from your collection of equipment, accessories, mounts, and wings in the game. For 

someone like Luo Qing Chen who cared about beauty and fashion, she felt it was very suitable! 

[Contract] Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud: Eh—— 

Mu Qian Liu on the other side of the screen slightly knit his brows. He thought: This little girl 

really……She didn’t understand style! 

[Contract] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: How about it, isn’t this great? 

There was no copy of this title in the entire server! How wasn’t it great? 

[Action] Player Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud has used the princess carry on you! 

She saw her computer screen suddenly shake and she could no longer move it up or down. 

Looking closely, at this moment, a handsome young scholar like her was being carried by a man with two 

large swords on his back. 

Actually, it looked a bit awkward. 

[Contract] Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud: Change to match mine. 

Luo Qing Chen was stunned, as her gaze locked onto the space above Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud’s 

head. After that, her face couldn’t help turning red. 

He was using the contract title, Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust · A pair for eternity. 

[Contract] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: Ah? Alright…… 

She couldn’t help feeling a bit shy, but she still changed her title. Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud · A pair 

for eternity. 

[Contract] Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud: Un. A contracted can use a princess carry without asking for 

permission. 

[Contract] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: Ah! Alright. I haven’t made a contract before, so I’m not to 

clear on this. So, what else can be done? 



After that, she was filled with incomparable regret from her question. 

This was because the sudden notification made her tremble. 

[Action] Player Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud has used princess carry kiss on you! 

As the name suggests, a kiss while being held in a princess carry! 

This action was incredible smooth. 

The only problem was that two men were doing this kind of thing not that far away from [Central State]. 

If it sounded good, it was a beautiful love between men. If it sounded bad……It was eye piercing! 
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[Contract] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: Pu, this is also fine. 

Luo Qing Chen’s expression, the current her not only had a face that was red to the tip of her ears, her 

heart was also beating incredibly fast! 

[Contract] Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud: Un. 

Mu Qian Liu replied before letting her down.  Then he clicked her image to request a trade. 

[System] Player Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud has requested a trade.  Yes/No. 

Yes. 

After the trade window opened, Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud put three things in.  Love Lunch Box 

Contract Skills, Life and Death Contract Skills, and as well as a Christmas Red Elk Coat! 

God!  It turned out to be a limited coat where there was only one available!  In her memory, this was a 

special set that was released last Christmas. 

There was only this one set, which one man and woman must buy at the same time, trying to grab it at 

midnight. 

In her memory, the original host also tried to grab this dress late at night, but it was a pity that it was 

taken by someone since her hand speed wasn’t fast enough. 

She had thought that the person who had bought it would show it in the world chat and then she would 

ask to buy it at a high price. 

But it was a pity that the person who bought this limited set had never appeared. 

At least until now, this set had never appeared in the «Like Summer Flowers» server! 

[Contract] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: So these clothes were bought by you back then! 

Luo Qing Chen had a stunned expression, alright?  The great god actually had the hobby of instant killing 

limited sets! 



No wonder she didn’t know who bought it back then at all! 

[Contract] Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud: Un. 

[Contract] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: But I can’t wear this limited set at all! 

Although she had a hobby of collecting rare fashion items, the male set was taken by the great 

god.  What did he mean by giving her the female set, did he want her to change genders? 

This game «Heavenly Sword» seemed to have this function, the market seemed to sell a ‘Gender 

Changing Card’. 

You can have an older sister or a loli! 

[Contract] Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud: Keep it first, it might have a use in the future. 

[Contract] Eastern Painted Brocaded Dust: Alright…… 

Other than her changing genders, she didn’t think it would ever have any uses. 

[Contract] Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud: Of those two skill books, the [Love Lunch Box] is a buff potion 

and the other [Life and Death] is a skill that can summon me at any time.  Both of them are contract 

skills. 

Luo Qing Chen’s eyes lit up.  She didn’t even think as she first opened the [Life and Death] Skill Book. 

After all, this gave her a sense of safety of having a great god follow her at any time! 

But after that, the orders from the angry roaring voice in YY scared her. 

That incomparably powerful voice that seemed like it was ripping that person’s throat apart roared out: 

Press in, press in—— 

In an instant, Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud used his [Flying Sword] mount.  He pulled Luo Qing Chen 

onto it and they wildly charged onto the battlefield. 

They charged onto the frontlines and jumped down together with tacit understanding, killing their way 

onto the battlefield. 

Other than the passionate singing voice in YY, the commanding voice became even more excited as he 

roared out: Nurse, heal!  Tank, block them! Flowing Light, kill the CC player! Void Jade, use your big 

move! Flowing Light, directly charge in with [Flashy Scattered Blades]! 

After that, a row of players charged forward. 

On this large scale battlefield, both sides charged at each other. 

While everyone’s blood was surging from playing, there was a horn that caught Luo Qing Chen’s 

attention. 

[Horn] Demonic Year Young Master: Damn, father is here! 



Bai Yan Nian was currently in a simple internet cafe near the Royal Feast Restaurant, sitting beside a 

large uncle who had his legs crossed and smelling the air filled with smoke.  But to get into the Territory 

Battle as soon as possible, he endured it! 

[World] Only Love Young Master: Young Master, you’re finally on.  I missed you. 

[Horn] Demonic Year Young Master: Baby, I’m here!  Mua, mua! 

Luo Qing Chen on the other side of the computer couldn’t help feeling nauseous!  God! How could there 

be such a person in this world! 
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It had to be said, «Sword World»’s command truly was powerful.  After all, of the skills of the experts, 

«Drunken Dream Land»’s Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud should be the best. 

Luo Qing Chen was standing in the back of the party, changing between light and dark forms.  While 

dealing damage, she didn’t forget to heal herself. 

This was because she felt that during this Territory Battle, Sweet Smile should only have Thousand Snow 

Flowing Cloud in her eyes.  She belonged to the category of being given no support at all. 

[System] Warning!  Player Only Love Young Master is currently using the [Blue Bird] Skill to attack you. 

Damn!  Is there a problem with this Only Love Young Master!  Going red name during a Territory Battle? 

Normally speaking, once guilds were set to hostile, one could attack as soon as the other side entered 

their territory, so there was no need to go red name. 

After that, she locked onto Only Love Young Master.  She appeared beside her and instantly used the 

[Soul Ban] before exploding three [Soul Beads] on her, leaving her with only a sliver of HP. 

But who would have thought that in an instant, there would be a flash of pink light beside Only Love 

Young Master before Demonic Year Young Master appeared right beside her. 

Ai, looking for a helper! 

The instant Demonic Year Young Master saw Luo Qing Chen, he used a Rage Pill and sent the big move 

[Heavenly Flame Profound Ice Fall] at her position. 

Luo Qing Chen immediately used [Void Flow] to change positions with Only Love Young Master, this 

noob, before she activated her [Invincible Nirvana] to wildly heal up. 

The instant she recovered her HP, several high level members from «Sword World» had surrounded her. 

She still had a [Soul Mirror] CC removal skill in her hand at this moment, but with how many people 

there were, she would still probably die. 

The main group was quite ahead of them, so there was no one here to heal her and let her deal damage. 

She suddenly felt a bit unwilling.  If she had a Nurse, she would still have a chance to win. 



[World] Only Love Young Master: The shame you have given me, I will systematically return it to you. 

The instant the words appeared in the world chat channel, her [Invincible Nirvana] had run out.  The 

Templar tank next to her wanted to use a [Thunder God Thousand Crack] on her and she could do 

nothing at all. 

But if she were to die in the end, she had to die with everything she had. 

She used a [Soul Mirror] to release Demonic Year Young Master’s CC skill.  She then locked down Only 

Love Young Master and used several Unparalleled Skills, systematically slamming them onto Only Love 

Young Master. 

In less than half a second, Only Love Young Master fell down dead. 

[Nearby] Only Love Young Master: Damn.  A kind of man who loves killing little girls, you truly are 

shameless. 

Only Love Young Master didn’t forget to complain in the nearby chat before falling dead.  Because she 

didn’t dodge all the skills, she only had a sliver of HP left. 

In that moment, a Light Blade with red eyes charged over, planning to release a large skill. 

She gave a shrug and revealed a helpless smile.  When she planned to take her hands off the keyboard, 

her HP bar above her head was instantly filled. 

She was stunned for a minute before pressing down on the teleport skill that had come off cooldown, 

sending her to a safe place. 

In that moment, a figure wearing a large red elk outfit appeared in front of her before it charged out at 

Demonic Year Young Master. 

Without saying anything, he instantly cast a Three Star Unparalleled Skill and killed him. 

With how fast he was, even Luo Qing Chen didn’t see it clearly. 

She looked around on the screen and didn’t see Sweet Smile or any other Nurses. 

Then who had healed her just now? 

While she was filled with curiosity, she opened the battle log.  There was a pink notification that caught 

her eye. 

[Battle] Your contracted Thousand Snow Flowing Cloud has used [Forever and Ever], healing fifty two 

thousand HP. 

Ha?  WTF, what skill is [Forever and Ever]? 

 


